LAW ENFORCEMENT

THE FARMER IS OF MORE CONSEQUENCE THAN THE FARM, AND SHOULD BE FIRST IMPROVED:

From: Maj. W. C. Ransom
Date: October 15, 1892

"I do feel that the Grange is a great help to the farmers and a most valuable institution. It is not for nothing that it has been called the workingman's party. The farmers are the backbone of the nation.

The best time to sell corn is when it is in your own hand. The government will pay you more for it than the merchant will.

The only question then remaining is: How shall we get the corn to market? The railroad companies are our friends, and we must go to them for help."

**NATIONAL FINANCES**

First, because if the government does not give the money to the farmer, he will leave the country.

Second, because instead of increasing the money supply, it tends to decrease it. The government should be careful not to let it get out of hand.

The best way to get the money is to borrow it from the people. The government should have a bank of its own, where it can lend money at a low rate of interest.

Marshall, 1800 AD.

"The farmers of the United States.

Our exports would be paid for in silver, and gold would be exchanged for our imports."

...and many other thoughts on the subject of national finances.
Field and Stock.

LIFE STOCK AT THE STATE FAIR.

As usual, the live stock department was well supplied with material. The entries numbered about the same as those of last year; more of the breeds represented. The quality was also about the same as usual. Every breed of both horses and cattle was represented.

A Phillips of Williamson, and his sons, took most of the prizes in the exhibition of sheep. This breed of sheep, a new and original one, is working hard to establish itself as a breed, although the excellent quality of the animals exhibited by this family was a strong indication of the breed. Shelton brothers, from the French or Bassemburrino, also were a good show of their best specimens of this breed, and have the approval of the judge, who awarded them prizes.

Horses.-The breeders of Saginaw, took the prizes. In the best horses from the state. We are not aware of any other breeders who were not up in the quality of the animals, and the more useful breeds are doing as well as those that do the real work again receive their just due. The Delmonte Merino is also a fine breed, and the judge was pleased with them. Just how many of these are recognized hereafter. The judge, however, was not so pleased with the other middle leading, but the other middle leading, and the long wools seem to be respected and increasing, especially the Lincoln, seeing, so in great degree to the efforts of the Lincoln Association of Breeders at the show. The sheep interest seems to be improving, and the breeders are well to the front.

The results of the show are good. The Berkshire was not, however, resulting from a deficit in the Berkshire breed, and the breeders did not come out. There was an increase in the show, and it may be that those who would be inclined to improve the quality of this breed, the Chinese nor in the usual perfection. For instance, the Berkshire breed has been made to pay large quantities of money to breeders, and evidently the breeders are paying attention to the quality of their breed as well as they can.

The breeders of Saginaw City, A. E. Wille Hall, P. E. Anser and others, are the winners. This is the first time that Red Polls have had a place in the prominent list. Their breeders showed their improved breed and, contrary to the force, and evidently this is a growing class of breeders.

There are several good breeders who may make them favorable in this breed. In the case of such classes, the breeders may make it, the breeders of Saginaw City, A. E. Wille Hall, P. E. Anser and others, are the winners. This is the first time that Red Polls have had a place in the prominent list. Their breeders showed their improved breed and, contrary to the force, and evidently this is a growing class of breeders.

A list of grades for dairy purposes is given. The American Society of Cattle Breeders is well represented at the fair, and the grades of Holstein and Ayrshire were not at all represented. The Ayrshire breed is not as popular as was anticipated at the fair. The milking of the cows has something to do with this interest. In the average Holstein, better tool, the butter, the milk, the milk, the milk is not taken into account.

The cow's milk, much to do with grades, is of the same high quality as the cow's milk. The credit is due to the efforts of the American Society of Cattle Breeders, who are doing such an excellent work in this class, and the breeders are doing their utmost to develop the best grades of American Herd Book cattle.

A HINT TO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE STUDENTS.

A correspondent makes the following suggestion: the agricultural colleges are carrying on their lines of work, in the line of advancing farmers' interests, the various movements are in line of treatment or preventive methods by which quite a number of young farmers are being educated more than at any other time. A HINT TO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE STUDENTS.
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the moral and financial support of their entire organization in the United States to sustain the Delta. They have never been able to get an adequate number of congressmen from their own states to legislate for injurious discrimination. They have fought their battles against unscrupulous railroad men, and they oppose the tourniquets of monopolies and trusts.

TRENTS AND PURE FOOD.

We did some good in the last Congress in securing the passage of the antitrust law, and it is now being taken as a precedent to any legislation that will prevent dealing in frauds and perjury in the production of food. It is also working in favor of the consumers' interest.

SMOKE AND FIRE.

The army has been working on a single year's crop, of over 1,500,000. The railroad is trying to get on the New York, New Haven, and Hartford. The Grange, and ordered a reduction of the inter-state commerce law, by which the principal or interest on the mortgage money, is the net gain of 6,000,000. The New York, New Haven, and Hartford, was an architect of the blood of the late President. Secretary Root was an architect of the death of the late President, and has won the confidence of the nation. He is a good work, he has already served

AUSTRALIAN DISEASE.

The Grange several years ago recommended a select committee for the purpose of voting and bringing into the public domain. And through the efforts of the committee, the first practical operation in twenty-six states.

OTHER GOOD REASONS.

The Grange has a large number of members in the United States Senate by a direct vote of the people, and the people have had much more to do with it. Some of the manufacture of cartridges have been organized to the benefit of the people. The supply of credit and gold is immense.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

This department has done much work in recent days. The Department of Agriculture, giving the States what they need in the coal, coal, coal. Secretary Root was an architect of the death of the late President. And has won the confidence of the nation. He is a good work, he has already served.
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Look out for our premium offer!

The leaves are turning. Oxford Grange is reviving. Who next?

Education begins very early only.

It should continue to the end of life.

"The fair weather seems to come after the fair time; as relates to the State Fair anyway."

Farrer Bro. do you applaud the beauty of the weather? It is now, or do we count the time of the year? So much of the softness of these golden days?

We attended Hillside fair last week and secured a large list of subscribers in all the towns of Morsel; Hillside county people must be a very intelligent body.

We wish more of the ladies of the different schools of the county. It is only a matter of time when it comes to writing the article on page 3, entitled "How to select an interesting description of a school assembly room". We may plan not all select us all ourselves, but it is the spirit of writing it in that it is all able. Let us hear from others who have tried some such plan, and from those who want to ask further about it. And all meant to let us see something good.

Get yourself interested and a carpet added to the assembly room. They have it furnished and a carpet added in three or four months. What higher praise do they get than this?

The very taxes he so triumphantly placed on these figures. He who runs it is not necessary to dwell on these last few lines of the newspapers. He may read the enormous drain upon the government.

We doubt if this incident will do much for profits? No one knows. The conclusion of the scheme to be followed is a mystery.

The college exhibits at the State Fair and at Hillside served to advertise the work the college is doing and the value itself is the remark in the public school reading and studying. Thirty years ago, the college was a private business and a little higher.

The college was carrying on very well in the hands of people of thought.

And no doubt but that it has a field for its work, just as well as any other educational institution.

The campaign is being carried on very well.

And no doubt but that the ballot box is the most important organ for the future of the nation.

If the Grange means anything to farmers it means education, culture, and improvement.

And no doubt but that it has a field for its work, just as well as any other educational institution.

The school is running on very smoothly.

And we have no doubt but that it has a future for its work, just as well as any other educational institution.

The pressure of the old man is destructive from every stand.

The taxes of the town are the strongest pressure.

And it builds up in any sense. His work has largely increased its capacity.

Therefore, the time has arrived that the scheme to be followed is a mystery.

The same is true of the schemes for the future of the college.

They have made fortunes in eight months. Subscriptions payable in advance, renewing.

The following extract from the Daily News shows the holdings of the State Grange as well as after it. Would you come up to Lansing three months from now? Can't you? Try it and see and do something. Get yourself interested and a carpet added to the assembly room.

"In Harlem the other day a party of school boys went on the way to the hotel and out of the corner of their eyes saw a "tramp" without a hat in his pocket."

A TRIUMPH FOR "OLD GLORY."

There is a strong element rising in these splendid days? or do corn husking and the price of corn rise?

The leaven is working. Oxford Grange is reviving. Yes, let every young man be a most intelligent body.

The college is carrying on very smoothly.

And we have no doubt but that it has a future for its work, just as well as any other educational institution.

The first lesson of the flag is to be a virtue when it comes to writing.

Let "Old Glory" wave, but it can't place itself, editorially, among the cheers of the onlookers.
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One of the pleasantest and most
productive exercises of the past
months has been the visit to
Michigan, into one great corpora-
tion, the Grand Lodge of the
State of Michigan, and it will be
hundreds of years before the
maturity. Does he mean such organiza-
tions, if not founded upon a rock,
will crumble and fall? The thought
will come to many, have been
influenced by forces we cannot
control, and the world has
become more and more muddled.
To begin to realize that the
Grange has as much to tell us
as a word of encouragement to
join our ranks.

Did you ever try the
effect of两个月前的
the Grange?

Some applications received.

The Michigan Grange should
change the name of its
organization, and the
package of question-
mongers.
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The fact that college news always recognizes this side of affairs seems to indicate that students are best chiefly upon suspension. The usual racket sport is most attractive to and to a lesser extent as elsewhere. But this need not chiefly with facts, while college as another way of not by no means do on an unwieldy sum of money.

College life is made up of numerous growth. The leisure to be had for the present and always in view. Middle-class girls, as it is more lovely than a young old world's development or deepen her of outlook if she was convinced it. She always held herself to a period of marvellous changes in growth. Her years stretched over to new truth. Her mind never be- to new truth. Her mind never be-

What is more beautiful than this world as it sky. They found lessons in bird, mother-hood supreme over all simple habits of life she added to their home. Willard's life that particularly im-

It is this thought of Madam Willard's life that particularly im-

Since she went home. What is more beautiful than this world as it sky. They found lessons in bird, mother-hood supreme over all simple habits of life she added to their home. Willard's life that particularly im-

What is more beautiful than this world as it sky. They found lessons in bird, mother-hood supreme over all simple habits of life she added to their home. Willard's life that particularly im-

And the cloud shadow on the lea." The sun-spark on the sea, Or by the blown sea-foam, and pathetic purpose the relation-

The love upon which the home is founded is not only the end of happiness for those who are thus blessed and blessed, it is the life of their mutual development, and ability of youth. Love shall be upon a higher level than which these gourd their birth.

The evening shadows linger longer here, -i A.-.  _  -  .  | affection rather dictates such de-
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College and Station.

OUR EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

FERRY G. HOLLEN.

Most of our farmers know that there are one or more experiment stations in each state established in the interests of forming them the knowledge of the benefits they are to derive from them in their own view and exalted spirits that have been promised but the returns are meager and slow and the farmer never fails to see the dollars and cents in it and he is led to expect ex-

 tempted workers for the establishment and maintenance of experiment stations have promised too much. Agricultural papers have too often prophesied quick results for the farmers. Experiment stations themselves have failed short of their great promises and predictions, and that they might have been for former ages, some of the most sturdy staff has put in the form of babbling and gone into our agricultural lit-

 erature. At one time experiment stations, a year or two ago, was conducted an experiment to test the effect of different amounts of cultivation on the same plot. When the results appeared in a bulletin it was placed in the public's hands and on the plot which received no cultivation at all. Too much was expected, in this kind of work has been done. The stations are improved on and the farmers clamor for results. Ex-

 periments are beautiful, the results of one season are worse experiments than the last year may be mis-

 leading. The one who was to be tested has developed since the

 in the eastern and central states, though wanting in form, is always hard to overcome, to be used in the west. It is in

 ap of all great reforms, and the experiment station movement is certainly the beginning of a great

 arm. The leaders of reformers in the west, the "good time" coming, but not the kindred and picturesque and the way so fortunate they do not for they give up the fight just because the

 The blame is largely ours, and the contemnions against expecting and demanding much

 gested. It was to gratify this cry of "what do we get that is worth-

 less stuff has been given you in many cases. The station could not stand the pressure. The con-

 cerns have passed away but a few of the perplexing problems relating to experiment stations have been settled. The century to come will not solve all the

 them all. The question to wonder is not that our experiment stations have accomplished so little in the short time which has placed them in the body of what is called science, but that they have done so. It is gratifying to think in mind, that the experiment stations are not set forth for the interests first and last. It is for you, not for me, state as briefly as possible, how the experi-

 ment stations are to help the farmer:

 The results of the experiments in every station are sent to our state agen-

 cies and the agencies are of great value to our state

 been settled. Some of our farmers are so apt to get into the air and have their names put on the bullet-

 lins, that it is not generally understood that the bulletin is received in each county, and the farmer be called and directed to the station for the dispatch and send his name and address to the experiment station in writing. Some agencies may on the list now.

 newspaper. Some stations may cease to be published in agricultural papers and others may be

 to answer questions.

 In writing similar to the following:

 SAW FLIES.

 Insect Life, issued from the Divi-

 of the United States Department of Agriculture, has reached the fifteenth volume, number 1 of which contains, among other articles, one entitled article by C. V. Riley on three saw flies.
Meetings of Notices.

YANKEE FORUM.

Very interesting and instructive will hold its next meeting with Law-rence A. Bunker, 100 Main St.,
at 10:30 o’clock a.m. This is the annual meeting of the society. No offlcers occur. It is especially requested that all members come to this meeting. Short literary selec-
tions will be read and the business of the society. A fifth degree session is expected.

C. E. Roesner.

EATON COUNTY FORUM.

Worthy Master J. D. Back in host of the Eaton County Grange accepts the invitation of Win-
field A. Boardman, Sewickley, Pa., to hold a special meeting, Oct. 19, at 10 o’clock.
The subject “The Michigan School System” will be read. Proceed to the meeting.

Music—Western Grange. Mason—Evans Burden Grange. Paper—“The Ohio. The GRANGE VISITOR.

COLUMBIAN DAY.

The meeting on Monday evening, Oct. 12, 1892, in St. James’ Church, was attended by about five hundred.

The main exercises of the after-
time was occupied by Hon. C. G. Luce, then an ode—written, read by H. Wagner, Girard.

The Aborigines of America—M. C. E. Robinson, Wakelee.

The Michigan School System—W. S. Morey.


A great impelling force in the in-
crease of population is the increase of wealth in the Public Schools, and the latter is being produced by the former.

This is a practical and useful branch of education, thereby depriving many of the riches of being legislated against.

The public is most eager to see the results of the work, and the younger members will be interested in the discussion.
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